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On behalf of the Editorial board, we welcome you to the inaugural issue of the ICST Transactions on Ambient Systems!

We are delighted to launch this new transactions journal after a preparatory process that has received encouraging support from the Editorial Board and from ICST/EAI.

The design of Ambient Systems is yielding novel challenges and opportunities to IT research and industry that require multidisciplinary, as well as visionary thinking. While electronics and sensors technology is becoming more and more invisible to the point of being woven in everyday environments, novel types of user experience and multimodal interaction need to be devised to provide fluid, intuitive and smart support to human activities. The main goal of this journal is to offer an open forum where innovative ideas, groundbreaking approaches and results can be promptly communicated and shared with the interested communities in order to advance the design of Ambient Systems. In particular, this transactions journal seeks contributions from the following areas:

- Pervasive Environments, Infrastructures and Applications design
- Immersive Media and Multimodal Interaction Design
- Embedded Systems and Software
- Mobile and Collaborative Computing
- Ambient Assisted Living
- Embodied agents and Affective Interaction
- Advanced and Wireless Networking solutions
- Distributed Healthcare and Edutainment
- Multimodal systems for Sustainable Mobility
- Mixed and Augmented Reality
- Security, Privacy and Trust in Ambient Systems
- Smart Energy, Smart City solutions
- Calm and Persuasive Technology
- Context and Collective awareness, social sensing and activity recognition
- Brain–Computer Interaction

This inaugural issue presents five scientific contributions.

The first paper, by C. Di Ciccio et al. addresses the lack of interoperability and smart integration of domotic services for future homes. The authors present an innovative approach to service composition and the design of advanced user interfaces for smart homes, recently developed and tested within the SM4ALL European project.

The second paper, by E. Jafer et al. contributes to improving smart infrastructures for energy saving in buildings, by describing results collected during the design and deployment of a wireless sensor node platform for environmental monitoring and control of buildings.

The third paper, by A. Somov, provides a survey of approaches and methods for early wildfire detection in large territories by using wireless sensor networks, together with a comparative analysis of these methods in terms of their cost, power consumption and implementation complexity.

The fourth paper, by O.A. Postolache et al. describes recent research and prototype implementations of mobile healthcare systems for in home rehabilitation. These solutions aim to improve the management of patients in home rehabilitation by providing more accurate and up-to-date information, using pervasive computing of vital signs and motor activity records.
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Finally, the position paper, by J.C. Augusto, P.J. McCullagh and J.A. Augusto-Walkden, reflects on a number of safety issues presented by the wider deployment of Ambient Intelligence in daily life. In particular, it discusses possible negative consequences of system failure in critical application contexts, such as Ambient Assisted Living, by offering some viable solutions and design methods that should be adopted to avoid such risks.

For the preparation of this first issue we would like to acknowledge the work of all our Editors, reviewers and authors who have positively supported this publication initiative. We will be happy to receive from our readers any suggestions, including possible proposals for future special issues, which may contribute to further maintain the high scientific quality and relevance of this journal.

We hope you will find this first issue thought provoking for your research in the field of Ambient Systems and worth considering for your future dissemination work.
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